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Introduction
An investigation of the evidence of Venetian wrecks, both 
from publications and from unpublished new discoveries, 
has allowed us to identify about thirteen wrecks containing 
ordnance, as well as some isolated guns. This work has 
received great help from Marco Morin and Renato Ridella 
who have introduced the author to the world of the historic 
artillery.

The wrecks are distributed right along the routes of the 
Serenissima Republic (Figure 2.1). Starting from Venice, 
where we fi nd the so called “Glass wreck” and “Guns 
wreck” in the harbour entrance of Malamocco, we move 
to the Dalmatian coast where we fi nd the Gnalic wreck. 
Continuing along the Croatian coast there are the Kolocep 
and the Palagruza islands wrecks which are the subject 
of a Unesco Research Project between the University 
Ca’ Foscari and the University of Zara, in collaboration 
with the Croatian Conservation Institute of Zagreb. In the 
Eastern Mediterranean we have recorded only the isolated 
fi nds from Haifa in Israel, but if we go back along the 
Italian coast we have to take account of the guns found 
near Crotone and the wreck of Torre Faro of Messina. In 
Sicily there is evidence of a ship sunk at Filicudi island 
and the written and iconographical records of guns being 
found at a shipwreck in Castellammare di Trapani.

Along the Lybic coast of the Cirenaica, an Italian team 
has recently documented the wreck of the Venetian vessel 
Tigre, sunk in 1705.

It is curious how many wrecks of Venetian ships are 
present in the Atlantic sea, along the coasts of Great Britain 
and Ireland. In the South of England we can mention 
the Teignmouth and the presumed Isle of Wight wrecks 
while further North we have the ships wrecked during the 
expedition of the Spanish Armada. These are the Balancera 
or Balanzera ship, better known as Trinidad Valencera, 
wrecked in Kinnagoe Bay and the Labia or Lavia ship 
sunk in the Sligo bay, both in Ireland.

Not all these wrecks can be identifi ed with certainty as 
being Venetian and not all the fi ndings of isolated guns 
can be defi nitely linked to wrecks.

This study can confi rm that guns are the most important 
indicators of modern age wrecks. If indeed we exclude 
the fusta of Lazise where it is possible that there was 
contemporary salvage of the artillery in the 1509, and the 
medieval galley of Venice which probably predates the 
arrival of shipboard guns, all the wrecks of Venetian ships 
have ordnance on them.

The wrecks
The so-called “Glass wreck” was found off the entrance to 
the harbour of Malamocco by amateur divers. The site has 
been excavated by Marco D’Agostino and Idra company 
who recovered many blocks of raw glass and other objects, 
which could be attributed to a Roman wreck contaminating 
a more recent wreck (D’Agostino 2008). Other objects 
indeed would date the second wreck to, more or less, the 
beginning of the seventeenth century.

Two very similar iron swivel breech-loading guns 
(petriere da mascolo) have been found. A swivel mount 
and two removable chambers (mascoli), which could be 
used on these weapons, have been found near them. Some 
stone shot and two wedges are other artefacts related to 
artillery. It is interesting to note that while the wedge of 
the elongated shape can be associated with this type of 
petriera da mascolo, the wedge with a merlon shape had to 
be used with a petriera da braga; as well documented by 
Moretti (1672, fi gs. 8, 9) and also by other archaeological 
fi ndings.

The so called “Guns wreck” was found in the opposite 
side of the harbour entrance of Malamocco. The shipwreck 
can be dated to between the end of the XVII and the 
beginning of the XVIII century (D’Agostino, Galletta, 
Medas 2010). It contained four cast-iron guns of both 
Venetian and English production, but the fi nding of a 
breech chamber gives testimony to the ship being armed 
with swivel guns, too.

The site excavated near the small island of Gnalic, south 
of Biograd, is one of the most impressive wrecks of the 
Mediterranean both for the number and for the quality of the 
objects and for their condition and preservation. Although 
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it has been interpreted as a Venetian galley, we have 
demonstrated that it must have been a round ship, about 
40 m long. The type of anchors, the cargo, the thickness of 
the frames, together with the types of artillery recovered, 
is proof of this assertion (Beltrame 2006).

The cargo was composed mainly of thousands of 
beautiful glass vessels perhaps from Murano, windowpanes, 
mirrors and semifi nished metals (Lazar and Willmott 2006). 
Indeed, the ship carried brass leafs and wire and lead ingots 
in wooden barrels (Kelez 1970). Hundreds of spectacles, 
shaving razors and parts of chandeliers, perhaps made in 
Lübeck, were also part of the cargo (Stadler 2006). Damask 
and linen shirts were contained in a chest (Davanzo Poli 
2006). Various objects relating to the commercial activities 
and the life aboard complete the diverse list of artefacts 
recovered (Petricioli S. 1970).

The artillery, studied by Ivo Petricioli (1970) and Marco 
Morin (2006), is composed of eight guns. There are two 
bronze 12 libre sakers, 350 cm long and with a calibre of 
9 cm (Tab. 1.1); at the breech, the numbers 2360 and 2380 
respectively have been engraved to indicate the weight in 
Venetian libre grosse. The Roman numbers and the Z and 
A initials indicate that they were cast by Zuane Alberghetti 
II in 1582 (Figure 2.2).

The ship also carried three bronze 12 libre petriere da 
braga, where the braga is in very corroded iron or absent. 
An empty coat of arms and the shape of one swivel gun are 
very similar to pieces in the Naval museum in Istanbul. The 
C which is present on another piece could have been cast 
by a member of the famous di Conti family of Venetian 

Figure 2.1. Map of distribution of Venetian wrecks.

Figure 2.2. Detail of a bronze saker cast by Zuane Alberghetti 
found in the Gnalic wrecks (photo by the author).
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founders (Figure 2.3). The fourth small piece is a bronze 
one libra moschetto with a curious coat of arms – perhaps 
of French origin. The same coat of arms is on a big gun 
signed with an A of the Alberghetti in the Askeri museum 
of Istanbul.

The last two pieces are two bronze minions (heavy 
falcons), called in Venetian terminology 9 libre passavolanti, 
about 260 cm long with a calibre of 8 cm and of possible 
French origin (Morin 2006; Ridella 2007).

All the pieces had to be for private customers because 
of the absence of the winged lion and X symbol of the 
Consiglio dei Dieci magistracy, usually found on guns cast 
for the state until 1587.

The wreck also contained a wooden stopper from a 
breech chamber, slow match, two stone and one iron shot 
and a bronze gunner’s rule very similar to other artefacts 
found on the wreck of the Trinidad Valencera, that is the 
Venetian Balancera.

The ordnance of the wreck would suggest that the ship 
sunk at the end of the 16th century.

In the waters of the island of Palagruza (ancient 
Pelagosa) two bronze guns and a bell have been recovered 
from a wreck. One gun is 260 cm long and bears a coat 
of arms with a cross, which belongs to the Gritti family 
of Venice, and the initials AL and G (Table 2.1: 2). The 
rich decoration, which, because is very similar to that one 
on a piece signed by CAMILLI ALBERGETI and made 
for a member of the Gradenigo family exhibited outside 
the Askeri museum of Istanbul (reg. n. 266), seam, in our 
opinion, a style typical of this member of the family of 
founders, who worked in Venice between 1517 and 1528 
(Morin 1992, 781), and the other initials C and A on the 
gun allow us to attribute this object to this artist.

The second gun is about 2 m long and bears the same 
coat of arms of the Gritti family except for the T and C 

initials of Tomaso di Conti who was active, according 
Avery (2003, 249), in the 1520s–1530s (Table 2.1: 3). The 
same s-faceted surface is visible on a big piece decorated 
with a lion and signed with a T and a C and on an other 
big piece decorated with a lion and the coat of arm of a 
member (A...) of the Gradenigo family and signed with a 
T and a C in the Askeri museum of Istanbul (reg. n. 405, 
408). This manifacturing seams typical of this founder.

Given the working dates of the two founders, the likeliest 
candidate for the initials AL-G is Alvise Gritti (better known 
as Ludovico), son of the doge Andrea, a famous and wealthy 
merchant and politician in his own right. In the 1520s he 
lived in Constantinople as a trader and in the 1530s he was 
involved in the politics in Hungary where he was murdered 
in 1534 (Nemeth Papo and Papo 2002). In the 1520s he was 
involved in the export of tin for the Turkish gun foundries 
(Nemeth Papo and Papo 2002, 30–31).

Since Alvise was an illegitimate son of the doge and so 
he was not a patrizio, it may seem strange that he was able 
to mark his guns, cast in Venice, with his father’s coat of 
arms and initials. Because a brief research in the Archivio di 
Stato di Venezia (for example: ASV, M. Barbaro,  Arbori de 
patritii veneti, VI, c. 473) has allowed many other members 
of the Gritti family candidates to be recognised from the 
initials AL-G, some as Alessandro and some Alvise Gritti, 
the problem of the identifi cation is still open and would 
need a long and complex investigation.

The ship that was wrecked near the island of Kolocep 
was probably trying to enter the harbour of Ragusa, that is, 
the ancient Dubrovnick. It carried hundreds of bottles and 
vessels (Radic Rossi 2006) and some pottery dating the 
wreck to the beginning of the 17th century but generically 
not of Venetian production (S. Gelichi, pers. comm.).

Together with some metal objects, three bronze petriere 
da mascolo have been recovered by amateur divers (Table 
2.3: 1). The only one the author has been able to document 
belongs to a type which is found over a wide geographical 
spread and that, thanks to a comparison with two pieces 
on display in the Naval Museum of Venice, suggests they 
could have been produced in Venice. Indeed, both these 
two petriere show the Lion in moeca of Venice; the gun 
on the left has got the monogram of the Alberghetti family 
while that on the right bears the initials of Marcantonio di 
Niccolò di Conti. The latter, since it was recovered by a 
fi sherman off Chioggia, must have been on a ship (Avery 
2005, 442).

The F and M initials engraved on the coat of arm on 
the chase of both the Kolocep piece and of an artefact 
from the Naval museum of Istanbul, belong to the owner 
of the ship.

At least three iron guns are still on the seabed of Kolocep 
but because of the concretion covering their surface we 
have been not able to identify them.

In 1973, off Haifa or Athlit, a fi sherman recovered a 
bronze saker 340 cm long and with a calibre of 9 cm (Roth 
1989). The initials Z and A and the style of the decorations, 
similar to those present on the pieces from the wrecks of 
Gnalic and the Balancera, allow us to attribute it to Zuane 

Figure 2.3. Detail of a 
bronze petriera da braga 
cast by a member of the 
Di Conti family found in 
the Gnalic wrecks (photo 
by the author).
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Table 2.1: 1. Bronze culverin-saker from the Gnalic wreck (Croatia) cast by Zuane Alberghetti (after Petricioli, I, 1970, 
fi g. 11), 2. Bronze gun from the wreck of Palagruza (Croatia) cast by Camillo Alberghetti (courtesy Irena Radic) 3. Bronze 
gun from the wreck of Palagruza (Croatia) cast by Tomaso di Conti (courtesy Irena Radic), 4. Bronze saker from Haifa 
(Israel) cast by Zuane Alberghetti (after Roth 1989, fi g. 1).
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Table 2.2: 1. A bronze falconetto found off the Isle of Wight (England) made by Zuane Alberghetti (after Tomalin, Cross 
and Motkin 1988, fi g. 2), 2. Bronze saker from the wreck of Teignmought (England) made by Sigismondo Alberghetti (after 
Dudley 1989, fi g. 1), 3. Bronze falconetto from the wreck of Teignmought (England) made by Sigismondo Alberghetti (after 
Preece and Burton 1993, fi g. 13), 4. Bronze culverin from the wreck of the Trinidad Valencera (Balancera) cast by Niccolò 
di Conti (after Martin and Parker 1999, 272) 5. Bronze saker from the wreck of the Trinidad Valencera (Balancera) cast 
by Zuane Alberghetti (after Martin and Parker 1999, 272).
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Table 2.3: 1. Bronze petriera da mascolo from the wreck of Kolocep (Croatia) (drawing by Elisa Costa), 
2. Bronze and iron petriera da braga from the wreck of the Trinidad Valencera (Balancera) (after Martin and Parker 1999, 
273), 3. Bronze and iron petriera da braga from the wreck of the Labia (after McElvogue 2002, 41), 4. Bronze and iron 
petriera da braga from the wreck of Teignmouth (England) (after Preece and Burton 1993, fi g. 14).
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Alberghetti the second, active, according to Morin (1992, 
782) between 1573 and 1586 (Table 2.1: 4).

In the sixties of the 19th century, sponge-divers saw 
about forty bronze guns off the Isle of Symi in Greece. 
Nine of them had been raised; at the artillery museum 
of Woolwich, in England, there are fi ve of these objects: 
three guns, with a calibre of 9.5 cm and 202 cm long and 
two petriere da mascolo, with a calibre of 7.6 cm and 102 
cm long. All the pieces showed the Lion in moeca which 
indicates that they probably belonged to a state, and to 
quite a big, vessel (Hewitt 1871).

In the civic museum of Crotone two bronze falconetti 
or falconi 154 cm long are on display (Figure 2.4). On the 
chase they show the Lion in moeca, the X belonging to the 
Council of Ten and the monograms M and C of Marco di 
Conti I, active in the Arsenal – according to Avery (2003, 
249) – between 1526 and 1567. Seven bronze pieces signed 
with M and C are on display in the Askeri museum of 
Istanbul (reg n. 255, 256, 280, 284, 286, 287, 297).

The long petriera da mascolo with the mascolo in the 
holder cannot be Venetian. The Turkish bronze gun with 
an Islamic Arab inscription could be evidence of a fi ght 
between a Christian and a Turkish ship west of Capo 
Colonna (Figure 2.5). The Lion and the X suggest that the 
two falconetti could have belonged to a galley.

Two bronze and iron petriere da braga, one bronze 
mascolo and fi fteen stone and iron shot come from the sea 
of Torre Faro near Messina. The presence of other fi nds of 
probable Venetian origin suggest the existence of a wreck 
of a Venetian ship (Scordato in this volume).

The presence off Castellammare del Golfo di Trapani, at 
Magazzinazzi, of a shipwreck of a vessel carrying Venetian 
ordnance can also be documented from written and 
iconographic sources. A manuscript from Palermo dating 
to 1703 (Palazzolo 2007, 72), (brought to my attention 
by Renato Ridella), records the recovery of a bronze gun, 
probably belonging to a wreck, with two coats of arms 
and the image of Santa Caterina in correspondence with 
the trunnions (Figure 2.6). The dolphin, on one of the coat 
of arms, would indicate that the owner of the piece was a 
member of the Venetian family Dolfi n while the Roman 
numerals and the inscription OPUS ALBERGETI tell us 
that it was cast by one of the Alberghetti family in 1547.

The ordnance on display at the archaeological museum 
of Lipari has been offi cially attributed to the wreck of an 
18th-century Spanish vessel at Capo Graziano on Filicudi 
Island (Kapitaen 1985). Thanks to Ridella’s communication 
and the kind collaboration of the archaeologists at the 
museum, we have been able to make a preliminary study 
of the pieces. These are a bronze falconetto (Figure 2.7), 
2 m long with a calibre of 6.5 cm, and two bronze petriere 
da braga. An empty shield and the monogram N and C on 
the falconetto suggests it was cast by the founder Niccolò 
di Conti II who, according to Avery (2003, 249), was 
active between 1559 and 1601 (Figure 2.8). Three pieces 
of artillery signed by this founder are in the Askeri museum 
of Istanbul (reg. n. 132, 275, 397).

The two bronze petriere da braga, which are lacking 
the braghe, are 150 cm long and have calibres of 9 and 9.5 
cm. Some common pottery, a copper cauldron, some bricks 

Figure 2.4. (Left), Two bronze falconetti or falconi found near Crotone (photo by the author with the permission of the 
Civic Musem of Crotone). (Right), Detail of one of the falconetti from Crotone cast by Marco di Conti. The X of the 
Consiglio dei Dieci is present. 
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Figure 2.6. Manuscript from the Archivio di Stato di Palermo, dating in the 1703, which records the recovery of a bronze 
gun at Castellammare di Trapani. The dolphin, on one of the coat of arms, indicates the Venetian family Dolfi n while the 
inscription tells that it was cast by an Alberghetti in 1547 (courtesy Antonino Palazzolo and Gianni Ridella).

Figure 2.5. Turkish bronze gun with Arab inscription found near Crotone.
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the written sources (ASV, Senato, Dispacci, Provveditori 
di terra e da mar, fi lza 1341) it carried 48 bronze guns, 12 
swivel guns and 22 iron guns but only the last have been 
found on the site (Tusa in this volume).

Exiting beyond the Pillars of Hercules, there are three 
or four wrecks of Venetian ships.

In the South of England, at Teignmouth, from 1975 to 
1995, a group of sport divers excavated a site and recovered 
hundreds of artefacts relating to life aboard ship and its 
equipment, as well as items for the defence of the ship. 
These included 120 pieces of iron and stone shot and two 
mascoli for the various pieces of artillery recovered. These 
include a bronze saker with the monogram S and A and a 
shield showing a lion rampant and a wheel (Dudley 1989; 
Preece and Burton 1993; Wilson 1993; Preece 2004) (Table 
2.2: 2). While of course the wheel has to belong to the 
Venetian family Molin, we can only suppose that the lion 
belonged to the Badoer family.

The same monogram S and A (belonging to the founder 
Sigismondo Alberghetti) is on two bronze falconetti one of 
which was still attached to a fragment of the carriage (Table 
2.2: 3). It is probable that the guns, which are decorated 
with a mute coat of arm, were made by Sigismondo II, 
active perhaps from 1566 to 1610 (Morin 1992, 783), 
although we cannot exclude completely Sigismondo I or 
Sigismondo III. In the Askeri museum of Istanbul there are 
ten pieces signed with S and A (reg. n. 260, 268, 269, 274, 

Figure 2.7 (above). A bronze falconetto and two bronze 
petriere da braga in the Archaeological Museum of Lipari 
(photo: Marcello Consiglio, with the permission of the 
Direction of the museum).

Figure 2.8 (left). An empty shield and the monograms N 
and C, on the falconetto made by Niccolò di Conti the 
second (photo: Marcello Consiglio, with the permission 
of the Direction of the museum).

and a millstone come from the site where it appears that 
anchors and iron guns have also been seen in the past.

The Tigre vessel was intentionally sunk by its captain on 
7 April 1705 to avoid it being captured by enemies along 
the coast of the Cirenaica at Ras al-Hilal. According to 
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276, 290, 298, 299, 301, 378) and the piece number 276 
shows the same mute coat of arm visibile on the falconetti 
from Teignmouth.

The three petriere da braga are beautifully decorated 
with heads of cherubins and heads of lions and at least 
one is complete with its mascolo and its cuneo to stop it 
(Table 2.3: 4). We do not know who produced these pieces, 
but we can notice that the cherubins are a motif also used 
by Marcantonio di Conti – who worked from the end of 
the 16th century to 1638 (Avery 2005) – on some of his 
productions.

Another bronze falconetto, also with a fragment of its 
carriage, has been found off the Isle of Wight (Tomalin, 
Cross and Motkin 1988) (Table 2.2: 1).

The monograms Z and A and the style, which is very 
similar to that one of the pieces of Gnalic and of the 
Balancera, suggests it was more likely to have been cast 
by Zuane Alberghetti II, active from 1573 to 1586 when 
he was put in jail (Morin 1992, 782), rather than Zuane 
Alberghetti I. The gun could be associated to a wreck under 
preliminary investigation containing North Italian pottery 
as well (Watson and Gale 1990; Advisory Committee on 
Historic Wrecks Sites 2005).

We want to conclude our excursus on the Venetian 
wrecks with the evidence of the two ships that took part 
at the expedition of the Spanish Armada in the Levant 
Squadron after they had been commandeered, at Lisbon, 
by Phillip II. With the Ragazzona, which sunk off Corunna 
in December 1588 (Martin and Parker 1999, 244; ASV, 
Archivio notarile Catti, reg. 3360, fol. 86 (21 March 1589)), 
the Venetian ships in the fl eet were reduced to three. In 
addition to the Ragazzona, which was the fl ag ship of the 
Levant Squadron, there was the Balancera, possibly owned 
by Alvise Balancer, a merchant active at the end of the 16th 
century (Tenenti 1959, 113). This Balancera was renamed 
Trinidad Valencera by the Spaniards and was rated at 
1100 tons (Martin and Parker 1999, 23–24). Furthermore, 
there was the Lavia or Labia, rating at 728 tons (Martin 
and Parker 1999, 263; AGS CS 2a leg. 280: f. 12), which 
took the name of the family of the wealthy merchant Paolo 
Antonio Labia (Birch 2004, 15; AGS CS 2a leg. 280: f. 12; 
ASV, archivio notarile Catti reg. 3360, fol. 34, 1 February 
1589). Although these ships had been armed with additional 
guns and munitions in Lisbon, the equipment and the 
original artillery aboard were Venetian.

The Balancera, which was wrecked in Kinnagoe bay in 
Ireland, has been excavated by Colin Martin (1979) who 
recovered, together with elements of the equipment and 
objects for the life aboard, a gunner’s rule (Rodrìguez-
Salgado 1988, 180; Martin 1997, 5–13) – very similar to 
the one from Gnalic but made of wood rather than bronze 
– and also four pieces of ordnance. These were a bronze 
saker, 345 cm long with a calibre of 9 cm, made by Zuane 
Alberghetti II (Table 2.2: 5), a bronze culverin, 325 cm 
long with a calibre of 11.8 cm (Table 2.2: 4), a bronze 
falcon, 292 cm long with a calibre of 7.2 cm, made by 
Niccolò di Conti II and then a bronze petriera da braga 
with the iron braga (Rodrìguez-Salgado 1988, 177–178; 
Martin and Parker 1999, 272–274; Martin in this volume) 

(Table 2.3: 2). The falcon presents a decoration similar to 
that one on a piece signed with ND and C and dated 1539 
in the Askeri museum of Istanbul (reg. n. 132).

The Labia, sunk in the Sligo Bay in Ireland, has been 
the object of a non-disturbance survey by an English team 
(Birch and McElvogue 1999; Birch 2004). From the site, a 
bronze petriera da braga with a calibre of 9 cm has been 
recovered. The eagle on its coat of arms is the symbol of 
the Labia family (Table 2.3: 3).

Two guns (probably bronze), with their perfectly-
preserved carriages, have been left in situ and are waiting 
for the continuation of the research on this very promising 
site (Birch and McElvogue 1999; McElvogue 2002; Birch 
2004, 183–212).

Conclusions
As a conclusion to this brief overview of the Venetian 
wrecks, we can say that it is impressive how many they 
are when compared to those of other states 

Thus we also have many more Venetian guns to study, 
in comparison with guns from other states especially in 
the Mediterranean area. This result can be only partially 
explained by the attention that the Venetian wrecks have 
received in comparison with those of other states. The 
Venetian ships are well attested in the Adriatic, in the 
central Mediterranean and in the Atlantic in a quite limited 
period, between the latter half of the 16th century and the 
fi rst twenty years of the 17th century. The Tigre ship and 
the “Guns wreck” of Malamocco, sunk in the beginning of 
the 18th century, are the only exceptions. This result itself 
is interesting but perhaps need to be verifi ed through the 
collection of more data.

Considering that most of the ordnance does not bear the 
image of the lion, symbol of the government ownership, it 
seems that many Venetian wrecks belong to private, round 
ships; the only evidence of guns made for the State, that 
is with the image of the lion, come from Croton, Symi, 
Cirenaica and the “Guns wreck” of Malamocco.

In conclusion, the archaeological evidence confi rms 
what we know from the written sources – that in this period, 
the monopoly of bronze artillery production belongs to 
the di Conti and Alberghetti families. From the sea, eight 
pieces made by the di Conti have been recovered and ten 
made by the Alberghetti family of which the largest single 
number are those cast by Zuane the second. This evidence 
would confi rm the impression that the Alberghetti family 
was little more productive than the di Conti one that we 
have had registering 35 pieces, signed with the typical 
A, and only 21, signed with the typical C, in the Askeri 
museum of Istanbul.

Nautical archaeology also allows us to state that, 
curiously, as the wrecks of the Balancera, of Palagruza 
and perhaps of Gnalic indicate, it was quite common for a 
ship to carry guns cast by both the families, that is to say 
that the quality of their production had to be very similar. 
But only further marine discoveries of guns will be able to 
confi rm this and the other preliminary considerations.
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